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is required a wide range of techniques to pro-gressively automate the knowledge lifecycle.In particular this include extracting high le-vel meaning from the large collections of con-tent data and its representation and manage-ment in a common knowledge bases.Even now, building large and rich kno-wledge bases takes a great deal of expensi-ve manual e�ort; this has severely hamperedHLT application development. For example,dozens of person-years have been invest intothe development of wordnets, but the data inthese resources is still not su�ciently rich tosupport advanced concept-based HLT appli-cations directly. Furthermore, resources pro-duced by introspection usually fail to regis-ter what really occurs in texts. Applicationswill not scale up to working in the open do-main without more detailed and rich general-purpose and also domain-speci�c linguisticknowledge. To be able to build the next ge-neration of intelligent open domain HLT ap-plication systems we need to solve two com-plementary intermediate tasks: Word SenseDisambiguation (WSD) and large-scale enri-chment of Lexical Knowledge Bases. Howe-ver, progress is di�cult due to the followingparadox:



1. In order to achieve accurate WSD, weneed far more linguistic and semanticknowledge than is available in current le-xical knowledge bases (e.g. wordnets).2. In order to enrich Lexical Knowledge Ba-ses we need to acquire information fromcorpora, which have been accurately tag-ged with word senses.Providing innovative technology to solvethis problem will be one of the main challen-ges to access Knowledge Technologies.3 MeaningMeaning (Rigau et al., 2002) 1 will treatthe web as a (huge) corpus to learn informa-tion from, since even the largest conventionalcorpora available (e.g. the Reuters corpus,the British National Corpus) are not largeenough to be able to acquire reliable informa-tion in su�cient detail about language beha-viour. Moreover, most languages do not havelarge or diverse enough corpora available.Meaning proposes an innovative boots-trapping process to deal with the inter-dependency between WSD and knowledge ac-quisition:1. Train accurate WSD systems and ap-ply them to huge corpora by couplingknowledge-based techniques on Euro-WordNet with ML techniques that com-bine huge amounts of labeled and unla-beled data. When ready, use also theknowledge acquired in 2.2. Use the obtained accurate WSD data,shallow parsing techniques and domaintagging to extract new linguistic kno-wledge to incorporate to EuroWordNet.This method will be able to break this in-terdependency in a series of cycles thanks tothe fact that the WSD system will be ba-sed on all domain information, sophisticatedlinguistic knowledge, large numbers of auto-matically tagged examples from the web, anda combination of annotated and unannotateddata. The �rst WSD system will have weakerlinguistic knowledge, but the sole combina-tion of the rest of the factors will produce sig-ni�cant performance gains. Besides, some ofthe required linguistic knowledge can be ac-quired from unnanotated data, and can the-refore be acquired without using any WSD1http://www.lsi.upc.es/~nlp/meaning/meaning.html

system. Once acceptable WSD is available,the acquired knowledge will be of a higherquality, and will allow for better WSD.Multilingualism will be also helpful forMeaning. The idiosyncratic way the mea-ning is realised in a particular language willbe captured and ported to the rest of langua-ges involved in the project using EuroWord-Net as a Multilingual Central Repository inthree consecutive phases.4 ConclusionsWhere the acquisition of knowledge fromlarge-scale document collections will be oneof the major challenge for the next genera-tion of text processing applications, Mea-ning emphasises multilingual content-basedaccess to web content. Moreover, it can pro-vide a keystone enabling technologies for thesemantic web. In particular, the MultilingualCentral Repository produced by Meaningis going to constitute the natural knowledgeresource for a number of semantic processesthat need large amounts of linguistic data tobe e�ective tools (e.g. web ontologies).Current web access applications are basedon words; Meaning will open the way foraccess to the multilingual web based on con-cepts, providing applications with capabili-ties that signi�cantly exceed those currentlyavailable. Meaning will facilitate develop-ment of concept-based open domain Internetapplications (such as Question/Answering,Cross Lingual Information Retrieval, Sum-marisation, Text Categorisation, Event Trac-king, Information Extraction, Machine Tran-slation, etc.). Furthermore, Meaning willsupply a common conceptual structure to In-ternet documents, facilitating knowledge ma-nagement of web content. This common con-ceptual structure is a decisive enabling tech-nology for allowing the semantic web.ReferencesRigau, G., B. Magnini, E. Agirre, P. Vossen,and J. Carroll. 2002. Unsupervised wordsense disambiguation rivaling supervisedmethods. In Proceedings of COLLINGWorkshop, Taipei, Taiwan.


